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ALTERED
'Tellme the landscape in which you live,
and Iwill tellyou who you are.
"
Jose Ortega y Gassett
"Nature can take care of the needs ofpeople,
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"Landscape used to be background, seen out a window or from
the door, the pale hills suggested distance, a place beyond. Only
in recent decades has the land re-emerged as prime subject
matter thrust to the front. Artists ofour time use the surface
of the planet, its curves and hollows, to hold fears and dreams.
"
Revisiting Landscape, California Center for the Arts Museum
A bumper sticker that has always bothered me reads "we are spending
our children's
inheritance."
What bothers me about it is not the indi
vidual selfishness of someone's parents, but the underlying reality of
such a statement. In Native American culture, the Great Law of the
Iroquois Confederacy to be precise, there is a philosophy that is
referred to as the 'seventh
generation.'
The law reads, "in our every
deliberation, we must consider the impact of our decisions on the next
seven
generations."
The meaning behind it is to look seven genera
tions into the future to see the ramifications of an action on all those
generations. In a society that screams for family values, what are we
leaving even the next generation? We consume like there is no future.
We disconnect ourselves from the source of are consumption, as well
as the landfills in which our consumption ends up.
To propose a question for my thesis, it would be: in the direction we
are headed, what will the landscape of the seventh generation look
like? What are we leaving behind? Another question might be: where
did the product of our consumption come from and where will it end
up? I would like to create images that would not place the blame else
where, but rather create a ponderous mood which reflects how each
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"You may feel a profound link
with the landwhile walking
through a magnificent
National Park, or biking along
a particularly lovely stretch of
theBarge Canal. You may be
repulsed by an over-developed
commercial strip. In all three
cases, you are reacting to a
basic relationship: the connec




individual life style affects the environment. What sort of place are we
creating for the next generation? The United States maintains five per
cent of the world population, yet uses forty-five percent of the world's
natural resources. The rest of the world is aspiring to emulate our
lifestyle. If all of China and India (with far greater populations) lived
the 'American
Dream,'
what impactwould that have on our world?
Within these questions are many questions, but my interest lies in
creating a landscape that predicts a future and causes one to reflect
upon a lifestyle and its impact on the environment.
THE BLANK SLATE
Henri Cartier-Bresson in the 1950s exclaimed, "Now, in this moment,
this crisis, with the world maybe going to pieces to photograph a
landscape!"2 But today landscape has been recast as a subject of potent
necessity. In the fall of 1997 in Rochester, New YorkLandscape/ Land
Use, a project involving nine major art exhibitions and dozens of lec
tures, workshops, screenings, residencies, and town meetings was
underway. Organized by Nathan Lyons, director ofVisual Studies
Workshop, the intent was to reexamine our use and abuse of the land.
The landscape we deal with today is a different perception than that to
which Henri Cartier-Bresson referred. The majestic landscapes of
Ansel Adams are under attack. Today a landscape is expected to ques
tion and exam our relationship with the land.
In a video series about America and American way of seeing, Robert
Hughes states "The first colonist in America in the 17th century saw
the unexplored land as a blank slate on which they could write their
designs and find their chance to create Utopia. And their visions of
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what such a place might mean has left indelible traces on the identity
ofmodern America. The problem was that America was not a 'no
mans
land'."3
It is this environment that we created on this so-called empty slate
that interests me. Having been born and raised in the northwestern
portion of the United States, I have been drawn to the ideas of devel
opment. I witnessed the transformation ofmy birthplace from a quiet
little town into a mega vacation spot. The town in which I grew up
went through an even greater transformation. A town of 16,000 when
I started kindergarten, Bellevue, Washington, had grown to 60,000 by
the time I had graduated from high school in 1969 to well over
200,000 today. This growth represents destruction of one environment
to be displaced by a new environment. What fascinates me is how dra
matically we have altered the environment and in such a short period
of time.
The area of the country in which I grew up was a wilderness by west
ern standards when the constitution was signed. The great migration
westward did not begin until the 1840's and really took off after the
Civil War. As a child (and still as an adult), I was always fascinated by
how recent the history of everything was. Seattle as a city was only
founded in the 1850's, one hundred years before I was born.
Seattle's and America's development has occurred over an incredi
bly short period of time, even more alarming when compared to that
of other parts of the world. The amount of change and the resulting
effect on the environment is so dramatic that it is difficult to compre
hend. What is even more mind boggling is what has been done since
World War II.
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I am not interested in the right orwrong of these changes, but rather
the need in the human psyche to constantly be moving and changing
our environment. Geographer and landscape writer J.B. Jackson has
observed that landscapes are symbolic, expressing "a persistent desire
to make the earth over in the image of some heaven."4 Alexander
Wilson has suggested that landscape is a kind of
'activity'
"a way of
seeing the world and imagining our relationship to
it."5 A native
American woman who is a sculptor states that "heritage to me is a
sense of
place."6 Americans are a transient people. We lack that sense
of place. We are all (except the Native Americans) newcomers. Perhaps
that is why it is so easy for us to build and abandon.
PLACE
In looking at images of the land, there is the landscape, what we look
out at, thatwhich we observe. And then there are the images of place,
those environments that are experienced. There are places that have
become a pictographic worship site: The Grand Canyon, Yellowstone,
Niagara Falls. "Burnished to a luster by the caressing eyes of thou
sands of artists and photographers, these places have become much







was popular in Europe in the 18th and 19th
centuries. The British Picturesque movement, which peaked in the
1790's, encompassed a philosophy governing the rules for the presen
tation of nature as well as for the very act of experiencing it.
Picturesque theorists defined the notion ofwhat makes a particular
setting picturesque as "a term expressive of that peculiar kind of beau
ty, which is agreeable in a
picture."8
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'The Grand Tour of the
Continent,'
with a focus on Italy, was a popu
lar extension of picturesque travel for the British aristocracy in the
early 19th century. The Picturesque movement did not continue long
into the 19th century, but the philosophy of the movement as well as
the activity of the Grand Tour thoroughly documented in numerous
guidebooks of the period would continue for many years to come.
The Grand Tour was associated with the elite class, as well as connois
seurs of art, poetry, and philosophy.
The Picturesque tourist traveled throughout Britain, and in later years
the Italian countryside, equipped with his guidebook, sketchpad, diary,
and often a viewing device known as the Claude Glass a simple opti
cal device whose convex mirror allowed users to frame and momen
tarily fix the undisciplined landscape before them. Many of the estates
where these scenes were situated erected permanent viewing stations
from which the
'perfect'
views could be savored through windows.
Viewing a particular scene through a framed window was a mediated
experience which brought the act of viewing the landscape to the level
of theater, and many of the writings from the period also used termi
nology from the theater to describe the Picturesque scene. A series of
tinted glass plates were often employed to view a particular setting as
it might appear at a different time of day or in another season. Such
idealizing techniques were very popular among tourists and artists to
conveniently modify the landscape. One begins to see the contradic
tion between the need for the tourist to discover nature untouched by
human hands and the desire to improve upon it. Echoes of the
Picturesque movement continued on with the advent of photography.
Today one still finds these ideas in those photographers aspiring to be
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anotherAnsel Adams.
"As tourism blossomed in the
nineteenth century, the
preservation ofscenes found
on holiday or ofplaces that
many people would never see
firsthandwas made even more
possible with the camera.
"
Collecting the World:
Touring the World Through
Photographs,
George Eastman House9
In The Lure ofthe Local; Senses ofPlace in aMulti-centered Society,
published in spring, 1997, author Lucy R. Lippard states that her book
"is concerned notwith the history of nature and the landscape but
with the historical narrative as it is written in the landscape or place
by the people who live or lived there."10 British geographer
Denis Cosgrove defines landscape as "the external world mediated
through human subjective experience."11 You could define place that
way. When we live in a landscape, it becomes a place to us, we are
close to it, intimate. A landscape absent of occupants can become a
place ifwe explore it, or it will remain a landscape if all we do is
observe it. J.BJackson wrote:
"I suspect no landscape, vernacular or otherwise, can
be comprehended unless we perceive it as an organiza
tion of space: unless we ask ourselves who owns or




had its origin in fifteenth-century Germany.
The term
'landschaft'
referred to a shaped land, a cluster of temporary
dwellings and more permanent homes, as opposed to a reference to





which referred to paintings of expan
sive land with dwellings. Today
'landscape'
is commonly associated
with place, nature, view, scenery, and has radiated out into any num
ber ofmeanings, from the popular pretty rural scene to a complex
social construction or produced space.
ALTERED
On the most basic level, landscape is everything you see when you go
outdoors if you're looking. It is what you see from a single (static or
mobile) point of view a set of surfaces, the pictorial or the pic
turesque, 'as far as the eye can
see.'
Unlike place, landscape can only
be seen from outside, as a backdrop for the experience of viewing. The
scene is the seen. The word
'landscape'
is used interchangeably for a
scene framed through viewing (a place) and a scene framed for view
ing (a picture).
Place is where we stand to look around at landscape or look out to the
(less familiar) view. The word
'place'
has psychological echoes as well
as social ramifications.
'Someplace'
is what we are looking for. 'No
place'
is where these elements are unknown or invisible, but in fact
every place has them, although some are being buried beneath the




then, may simply be place ignored, unseen, or unknown.
Few of us in contemporary North American society know our place.
Lucy Lippard states "Land, history, and culture meet in a multicen-
tered society that values place but cannot be limited to one
view."13
Space defines landscape, where space combined with memory
defines place.
MY WORK
Environments for me have always held an important place. They are
the stage on which we act out our existence. When Lucy Lippard
declared "Place for me is the locus of desire. Places have influenced
my life as much as, perhaps more than, people. I fall for (or into)
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Figure 1
A view ofLogan's Path, Glacier
NationalPark, Montana, where I
often visitedwith my family.
Figure 2
My Grandfather surveying his
land in Whitefish, Montana, 1957.
places faster and less conditionally than I do for people. I can drive
through a landscape and vividly picture myself in that disintegrating
mining cabin, that saltwater farm, that little porched house in the
barrio. I can walk through a neighborhood and picture interiors,
unseen back yards,"14 1 found myself relating to a kindred spirit.
I was born into an incredible
environment. I am a product of
my environment. I was born in
Whitefish, Montana. We lived in
Hungry Horse, about ten miles
from West Glacier National Park.
I grew up between Montana and
WesternWashington state. When
I was four we moved to Bellevue,
Washington, a suburb of Seattle.
At that time Bellevue's population was 16,000. Today it is around
250,000, with every town around it having changed equally. My back
yard in Bellevue was a forest. We lived on what was then the edge of
town. Giant Red Cedars that had fallen across the ravines served as
our bridges the remnants of the turn of the century logging frenzy.
Today this land is strip malls, business parks, and freeways.
I was born into the largest building boom in history. It was a time of
construction on a massive scale. The interstate highway system which
would connect the country while dividing neighborhoods was just
beginning to get underway. Subdivisions, shopping malls were boom
ing as fast as they could build the roads to connect them. Out West









water projects. I was born into
this environment. My father left
New Jersey upon completion of
college with my mother and sis
ter to fulfill his 'manifest des
tiny.'
They headed west to the
remote wilderness ofNorthwest
Montanawhere my father was an
engineer on the Hungry Horse
Dam. The Hungry Horse Dam
Figure 3
My mother and I in
Hungry Horse, Montana, 1952.
was one ofmany being built by the Bureau of Reclamation, an obscure




My father andsisters andI on an
adventure near the Olympic
Peninsula, Washington, 1955.
My father was a structural engineer at a time when structural engi
neers were the predominate changing force in the American
Landscape. My childhood was spent at dams that my father either
worked on or was interested in, and at shopping malls that the
company he worked for was putting up all over the west. In my own
environment, my father built a driveway that rivaled any interstate
highway. Built from concrete, reinforced with steel rods, complete
with a curve, the driveway will probably survive longer than the
house. He then went on to build a bomb shelter under the house that
had cement walls two feet thick. I learned to lay cement before I
learned to ride a bike.
I was born into a ready-made group of friends: I was the youngest of
three. When I was ten I borrowed (stole) a book that my grandfather
gave my oldest sister: The First Book ofPhotography. The camera
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became my constant companion in my exploration of my
environment.
As a photographer, I began by making traditional scenic images, but,
as I viewed the tremendous environmental change taking place all
around me, my motivation changed. I began to photograph the way
people affect and interact with the landscape, from the trailer parks
and parking lots to the gravel pits and factories of industry. I look out
at the views I am surrounded by, what I see when I drive to work or
school the blandness of the everyday world. Then there is the
environment that we mystify, that we hold onto as a myth of some
pastoral ideal landscape a place we can visit or elude to. Far from
inhabiting a realm that stands completely apart from humanity, the
landscapes we label as
'natural'
are in fact deeply entangled with the
words and images and ideas we use to describe them.
Even when we travel through a beautiful mountain landscape in the
Sierra Nevada, a place that on its surface may seem as uncontaminat-
ed by humanity as anywhere on earth, we cannot help experiencing it
not just as a natural environment, but as cultural icon. We turn it into
human symbols, using it as a repository for values and meanings that
we define. What we find in these places cannot help being profoundly
influenced by the ideas we bring to them. As a landscape photograph
er, the challenge lies in making photographs that address the myths of
landscape in ways that make sense out of contemporary experience.
In my first year of graduate school I explored and expanded upon the
idea of the constructed environment. During fall quarter I aestheti-
cized man-made environments, turning gravel pits into places of
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beauty. In winter quarter I looked at the contradictions I see in what
we aspire to visit, juxtaposed to where we live and spend our everyday
existence. In spring quarter I constructed my own landscapes from my
imagination, using places that exist, but contrasting them with places
that didn't quite mix, creating subtle contradictions.
In my thesis work, I continue questioning the human place in the
environment, juxtaposing different environments with each other. The
computer has afforded me the media with which I create these places.
Environments that I am especially drawn to are the wastelands that
we have created through building and abandoning, and the artificial
environments we create:
"What concerns me as much as the state ofAmerican
building is the American state ofmind, in which illu
sion is preferred over reality to the point where the
replica is accepted as genuine and the simulacrum
replaces the source. Surrogate experience and surro
gate environments have become the American way of
life. Distinctions are no longer made, or deemed nec
essary, between the real and the false; the edge usually
goes to the latter, as an improved version with defects
corrected accessible and user-friendly although the
resonance of history and art in the authentic artifact is
conspicuously
lacking."
Ada Louise Huxtable, The UnrealAmerica:Architecture and
Illusion15
In contemporary landscape, the idea of questioning and rethinking the
human place in the environment has become the prevalent theme. To
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think that we can separate the human presence and maintain areas of
isolation no longer seems appropriate. William Cronon, Frederick
Jackson Turner Professor of History, Geography, and Environmental
Studies at the University ofWisconsin, Madison, stated in the intro
duction to the book Uncommon Ground; Rethinking theHuman
Place in Nature:
"At a time when threats to the physical environment
have never been greater, it may be tempting to believe
that people need to be mounting the barricades rather
than asking abstract questions about the human place
in nature. Yetwithout confronting such questions, it
will be hard to know which barricades to mount, and
harder still to persuade large numbers of people to
mount them with us. To protect the nature that is all
around us, we must think long and hard about the
nature we carry inside our
heads."16
He goes on to say "The work of literary scholars, anthropologists, cul
tural historians, and critical theorists over the past several decades has
yielded abundant evidence that
'nature'
is not nearly so natural as it
seems. Instead it is a profoundly human
construction."17 This reality
could be contributing to the popularity ofAnsel Adam-type images if
they can't exist in reality, then maybe in our imagination.
I do see a place for these images and continue to make them myself,
but with the awareness ofwhat is just outside the frame. The pho
tographs of the 1970's and 1980's that documented the landscape dealt
with this idea ofwhat is just outside the frame. My interest is to juxta-
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The average home size has
gone from 1,100 square
feet to 2,200 square feet
since 1950.
Even as houses have got
ten more expensive and
farther from the work




The average price ofan
automobile sold in the
United States now exceeds
$22,000, up more than 75
percent from a decade
ago.
Total U.S. spending on
luxury goods increased 21
percent between 1995 and
1996 (typical ofrecent




pose the two in a way that will question what both contribute or deny
in our attempt at trying to find our place in this environment that we
so dominate. In a more contemporary look at the landscape/environ
ment, I find myself looking at the human place in the environment
comparing the traditional landscape the picturesque with the reali
ty of the present day. I want to deal with the complacency of people in
addressing what is happening all around them, as well as how we slip
into our lifestyle and contribute to the problem while maintaining an
illusion of being
'conscientious.'
LANDSCAPES OF OUR LIFESTYLE
"The frog does not drink up the pond in which he lives.
"
old proverb
A new luxury fever has America in its grip. Independent of stock
prices, recessions, and inflation rates, the past two decades have wit
nessed a spectacular and uninterrupted rise in luxury consumption.
Ordinary, functional goods are no longer acceptable. Our cars have
gotten larger, heavier, and far more expensive. Mansions larger than
30,000 square feet no longer seem extravagant. Wristwatches for the
super-rich cost tens of thousands of dollars. We are living in an era
of excess.
As the super-rich set the pace, everyone else spends furiously in a
competitive echo of wastefulness. The costs are enormous: we spend
more time at work, leaving less time for family and friends, less time
for exercise. Most of us have been forced to save less and spend and
borrow much more. The annual rate at which American families file
for personal bankruptcy has grown to one in seventy. Budgetary pres-
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sures have reduced ourwillingness to fund even essential public ser
vices. Our food and water are increasingly contaminated. Potholes
proliferate and traffic delays double every ten years. Our spending
choices are not making us as happy and healthy as they could.
In a court of law, ignorance is not an excuse. Not knowing that it is
illegal cannot be used as a defense. In life, can we claim ignorance as
an excuse? I didn't know my lifestyle had that sort of impact on the
environment. I didn't know that people in Haiti were paid below the
cost of living to make clothing for the Disney company and thatwhen
they asked for an increase wage from around 23 cents to 53 cents a
day in order to be able to just feed their children, Disney flat-out
refused. I didn't know thatAmerican corporations operating in third
world countries literally hold workers prisoner, forcing them towork
long hours by holding their time card, that they force women to take
pregnancy tests and pay for them themselves. If found to be pregnant,
they are fired. I didn't know . . ..
In The Chronicle ofHigher Education, July 30, 1999, William E. Rees,
director of the School of Community and Regional Planning at the
University of British Columbia, wrote an article entitled: Life in the
Lap ofLuxury as Ecosystems Collapse. In the article he asks if you
have ever asked yourself how much of the earth surface is required to
support you in the style to which you are accustomed. He goes on to
talk about how every dairy farmer can answer that question with cows,
but seldom in relation to people:
"The Cartesian dualism that underpinsWestern phi
losophy and science has been so successful in psycho-
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logically separating humans from nature that we
simply don't conceive of ourselves as ecological
beings, as creatures of the land. Ignoring our depen
dence on our environment is a serious mistake."19
In the article he elaborates on how people have migrated to the cities
in recent decades and it continues. The United Nations projects that
5.1 billion people will live in cities by the year 2025, roughly the
entire global population in the early 1930's. Hardly anyone acknowl
edges urbanization as a potential ecological problem. "On the con
trary, many observers interpret urbanization as further evidence of
humanities increasing technical prowess and independence from the
land. Such technological hubris is an illusion. Separating billions of
people from the land that sustains them is a giddy leap of faith with
serious implications for ecological
security." 20
Most people think of cities as centers of culture and learning and as
the productive center of economic growth. That is true, they are those
things, but cities are also sites ofmass consumption of material goods
and the production ofwaste. Awell known U.S. ecologist,
Eugene P. Odum, recognized in Fundamentals ofEcology, "Great
cities are planned and grow without any regard for the fact that they
are parasites on the countryside which must somehow supply food,
water, and air, and degrade huge quantities of
waste."21 In short, far
from signaling humanity's final separation from nature, urbanization
merely removes people both spatially and psychologically from the
land that sustains them.
Cities have been part of the human cultural landscape for thousands
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of years, but only in recent decades has it become possible for the
majority of people to live in them. For better orworse, however, this
phase of our development may be relatively short-lived. The recent
explosive growth of the human population, our intensely material cul
ture, and urbanization itself are all products ofwhat the sociologist
William R. Catton has called the "age of
exuberance."
In Overshoot,
Catton explained that the heady optimism of 20th-century North
America, for example, has been sustained by a sense of unlimited
abundance as we have exploited the continent's stocks of natural
resources, particularly fossil fuels. But Catton recognized that the
exuberance "had to be temporary, for (it leads) inexorably to a change
in the environmental conditions that made (it)
possible."22
We have been consuming at such a rate this century that resources
thatwe have today will not be available in the next century. Global
grain production per capita has been falling for more than a decade,
the production of the world's fisheries peaked in the late 1980s, water
supplies are stretched to the limit in many parts of the world, and
global oil production will probably peak in the next decade. (The
United States has been producing less and less oil for the past 30 years
and now imports most of its petroleum.) Although the world's wealthy
nations have been protected so far from the consequences of such
trends by their purchasing power in global markets, it is questionable
whether that isolation can be maintained for long in the face of grow
ing demand and collapsing ecosystems.
The political scientists Thomas Homer-Dixon, Jeffrey H. Boutwell, and
GeorgeW Rathjens directed a project on environmental change and
acute conflict, sponsored by the University of Toronto and the
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American Academy ofArts and Sciences. In a 1993 article in
ScientificAmerican, they wrote that "in many parts of the world,
environmental degradation seems to have passed the threshold of
irreversibility"
and that "renewable resource scarcities of the next 50
years will probably occur with a speed, complexity, and magnitude
unprecedented in history."23 The authors made the case that the wide
spread loss of ecological stability including the collapse of fisheries,
deforestation, and chronic drought is likely to lead to greater geopo
litical strife and even war in the coming decades.
In the long run, the most secure and sustainable cities may be those that
succeed in reintegrating the geography of living and employment, of
production and consumption, of city and hinterland. As Sim Van der Ryn
and Peter Calthorpe wrote in Sustainable Communities, such a trans
formed city, "rather than being merely the site of consumption,
might, through its very design, produce some of its own food and
energy, as well as become the locus ofwork for its residents."24
Ifwe followed such ecological design principles, urban regions could
gradually become not only more self-reliant, but also more socially
rewarding and ecologically benign. Through greater dependence on
local ecosystems, city dwellers would become more aware of their con
nectedness to nature. As they become more conscientious stewards of
the environment, their lives would become less materialistic; in turn,
that change would reduce both the
cities'
ecological footprints and the
political tensions they would otherwise foster.
To the upwardly mobile beneficiaries of the age of exuberance all that
may sound surreal, even ridiculous. We are accustomed to expecting a
future ofmore and bigger, of freewheeling technological mastery over
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the natural world. But that road leads inevitably to a dead end.
Accelerating global change has shown that the earth cannot keep an
infinitely expanding population in the lap of luxury. Scholars should
start looking for a new route now.
The Lakota was a trueNaturist a lover ofnature. He loved the
earth and all things ofthe earth, the attachment growing with age.
The oldpeople came literally to love the soil and they sat or
reclined on the groundwith a feeling ofbeing close to a mothering
power. It was good for the skin to touch the earth and the oldpeo
ple liked to remove theirmoccasins and walk with bare feet on the
sacred earth. Their tipis were built upon the earth and their altars
were made ofearth. The birds that flew in the air came to rest upon
the earth and it was the final abiding place ofall things that lived
andgrew. The soil was soothing, strengthening, cleansing and
healing.
That is why the old Indian still sits upon the earth instead ofprop
ping himselfup and away from its life-giving forces. For him, to sit
or lie upon the ground is to be able to thinkmore deeply and to feel
more keenly; he can see more clearly into the mysteries of life and
come closer in kinship to other lives about him...
Kinship with all creatures of the earth, sky andwater was a real
and active principle. For the animal and birdworld there existed a
brotherly feeling that kept the Lakota safe among them and so
close did some of the Lakotas come to their feathered and furred
friends that in true brotherhood they spoke a common tongue.
The oldLakota was wise. He knew thatman's heart away from
nature becomes hard; he knew that lack ofrespect for growing, liv
ing things soon led to lack ofrespect for humans too. So
he kept his
youth close to its softening influence.
Chief Luther Standing Bear of the Oglala band of Sioux
25
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"People say thatwhat we're all seeking is a meaning
for life. I don't think that's whatwe're really seeking. I
think that what we're seeking is an experience of
being alive, so that our life experiences on the purely
physical plane will have resonances within our own
innermost being and reality, so that we actually feel
the rapture of being
alive."
Joseph Campbell, The Power ofMyth
26
Did the natives Americans have a word for development? Did the
Native Americans have a word for expansion? Did the Native
Americans, in all their vast cultures and languages, have a word for
progress?What is progress?What is expansion? What is necessary
about development?
CONSPICUOUS CONSUMPTION
A bumper sticker popular in thel970's, when my generation cared
about such things, read "Live simply so that others may simply
live."
It sounds so simple, and it is so simple, except we are so motivated to
consume. And our consumption has such an impact on the world
around us. As individuals, we don't look at are own impact on the
world. No, it is the problem of the corporations, the rich, the poor, the
person down the street, or all those people in China. Everyone else
but me! "Hey, I
recycle!"
Yet it is the total sum ofme's that create the
problem all of us wanting more and more and more. A bigger house,
a bigger car, a boat, an RV, video games for the kids, a new porch,
patio furniture, new dishware, another TV, maybe a home entertain
ment center. Purchases spark the
'need'
for additional products: a new
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dining table seems to require new tableware, new linens, perhaps an
entire remodeling of the dining room. On and on and on.
One hundred years ago, what was the total wealth in possessions of a
wealthy person, of a middle class person, or of a poor person? How
would that compare today? How would that compare to the people we
displaced when we, through expansion, took over this land? What have
we ourselves gained as individuals from all our increased possessions?
Are we happier? Are we more at peace? Are we more appreciative? I
constantly hear the echo of my generation crying about living at a
lower standard than their parents and I wonder onwhat ground they
lay that claim. I grew up in an upper middle class town. Most ofmy
friends had one TV, one car, VCR's weren't invented yet; all in all,
much less within the interior walls of their homes. Today, my genera
tion seems to spend more time shopping than any other activity. Mail
order business is booming, shopping malls seem to pop up over night
and the parking lots are filled all year round, not just at Christmas.
PeterMenzel's Material World:A GlobalFamily Portrait was pub
lished by the Sierra Club in 1994. Sixteen photographers traveled to
thirty nations to live for a week with families of each nation who were
considered statistically average for that nation. At the end of the visit,
the photographer collaborated with the family for a portrait. The pho
tographer would have the family bring all of their possessions outside
and place them in front of their home, then photograph the family
surrounded by their possessions a few jars and jugs for some, an
explosion of electronic gadgetry for others. The Americans, of course,
had the most stuff'those with the most toys at the end
win?'
What
interested me the most in this photo essay was the sense of longevity
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in the belongings. The
Americans'
and other more affluent
cultures'
belongings seemed temporary, the stuff of landfills. The book is very
strong in its portrayal of the look and feel of the human condition
around the world. It brings to light a serious question: can five billion
people have all the 'stuff they want? This book was published in 1994;
today, in 1999, we are approaching a world population of 8 billion
people.27
When I was growing up, my parents only used a charge card once and
that was to purchase drapes for a new house. Otherwise everything
was paid for in cash, including a new car. Today we can buy even when
we don't have the cash. The Christmas season is measured successful
if sales are up. Christ threw the merchants out of the temple and, in
revenge, they have taken over his birthday. In countering the pre-
Christmas frenzy, two graphic artists created an installation to com
memorate 'International No Shop
Day.'
Sophie Thomas, a designer for
the Body Shop, and Kristine Mathews of the Royal College ofArts
Environment Program rented a store front which they called "No
Shop."
Inside the store they decorated itwith banners using market
ing slogans to pull people in. Their idea was to use internationally rec
ognized marketing techniques to question the assumptions of global










On a receipt they printed:
"Every product we buy impacts on our environment
Raw materials are extracted energy and resources go
into manufacturing and finallywhen it is no longer
wanted, we have to find a place to dump it. We need to
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tackle over consumption, particularly in countries like
the UK where we consume far more than our fair
share of the worlds resources. The prime responsibility
may lie with government and industry, but it is the
individual who holds the final purchasing
power."28
We seem to be propelling ourselves into the future by frantically con
suming everything we can get our hands on. Why are we so empty?
We are stuffing our faces with everything we can put into them. What
need are we trying to fill? Are we happier, more content than people
one hundred years ago? Has our increase in material goods brought
us what it is we want? Are we happier than the Amish? Why do we
spend so much time observing them? Do we think they have some
thing we don't, or do we feel sorry for them? These are very complex
questions I am asking, and one can say there is no simple answer. Yet
there is a simple answer, once we get past all the stuffwe have put in
the way of the answer.
But this is not my topic my topic is the landscape, the environment
in which we act out our existence, the place where we experience our
reality. What I am interested in is the landscape we are creating
through our
'lifestyles'
and how we will interact with that landscape.
How will that landscape affect who we are as human beings? In Grand
Forks, North Dakota, after the flood of 1997, as the streets piled up
with ruined processions, someone put a sign up that read "we are not
our
belongings."
In the aftermath of disaster, we can easily see that,
butwhat of the comfortable times when we crowd the stores to get
those things that we are not? My thinking is not popular because we
like our
'stuff.'
I like my stuff, and yes, I want more stuff, but can we
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have are cake and eat it too? Can we continue on the path we are on
without destroying everything? Americans were the ones that came up
with the concept of 'planned obsolescence': in order to increase sales
of durable goods, product designers and advertising agencies con
spired to convince the public that their cars, refrigerators, etc. were
out of date long before they actually lost there function. It is a recent
occurrence to buy what one doesn't really need. The First Law of
Materialism: the modern American ideal that says "Change is good;
old is
bad." 29
We say "I think, therefore I
am,"
but in today's society it is more appro
priate to say "I can, therefore I
will."
We buy because we can. One can
have many abstract ideas about life and its meaning, but the reality is
thatwe are here on this planet and everything that we do to itwill affect
us. It is our stage on which we experience our reality and we cannot
change that basic fact no matterwhat we choose to imagine or believe.
Georgia O'Keefe once said:
"Closeness to the land can inspire a closeness in God.
A closeness to the land can also inspire
Art."
We often say that the landscape is symbolic, but symbolic ofwhat? It
depends: it is different for different people and different depending on
the images viewed. Some landscapes symbolize a looking inward.
I have an image of Glacier National Park, Lake McDonald to be exact.
It was photographed by Marshall Noice, a photographer I had never
heard of. I bought the image for several reasons and I continue to look
at the image for a different reason than thatwhich motivated me to
buy it. That I was born near where this photograph was taken was one
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reason to buy it, but unlike an Ansel Adams image taken of the same
lake, it is not a literal interpretation. It is dreamlike, it draws me in
my being gets lost in the image. It is black and white and somewhat
surreal, although nothing was done to manipulate it outside of angle
of view, exposure and traditional printing. It is not multiple images as
are found in Jerry Uselman's work. There is just a dreamlike quality
that pulls me into it and allows my being to wonder. I have never been
drawn to the literal color landscapes like those of Elliot Porter orwhat
one might find in the Sierra Club calendar. They are what I refer to as
'pictorial:'
they describe literally exactly what is there. Such images do
not draw one in they are not evocative they just record.
By looking into the image, one is led inward to their own thoughts,
their personal inner landscape. The viewer is drawn in not to the
world of the literal, but instead into one's own self. The history of
landscape painting in this country embodied deep religious feelings.
Thomas Cole in the early 1800's went in search of the 'divine
spirit'
inherent in the land of this new country. Much of the landscape paint
ings of the 19th century defined a young America's idealism. As the
19th century moved towards the 20th, this romanticism was eclipsed
by Impressionism, Modernism, and Abstraction. Landscape was trans
formed by the progress of the Industrial Revolution. Thomas Cole was
haunted by the horrors of the Industrial Revolution which he
observed in his native England. His early death prevented him from
witnessing the industrial development of his beloved new home, but
he had a powerful foreboding vision of its arrival in America.
The beginning of the 20th century sought to define itself in intellectu
al-industrial rather than spiritual terms. Yet, somehow in this century
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of modernism a thread of that truth in nature remains. When asked
why he didn't paint from nature, Jackson Pollock declared "I am
nature!"
"This continuum remains unbroken today. Many
artists still derive their inspiration directly from the
landscape, altered by man as it might be. To those
painters who still seek the manifestation of this 'divine
spirit,'
the changes that have occurred to the land
have not diminished the source of their inspiration.
Rather they inform the
artists'
intimate relationships
with the environment, and inevitably give rise to
work that could not be perceived as anything but
contemporary." 30
In 1992, Czechoslovakian President Vaclav Havel gave a speech to the
World Economic Forum in Switzerland entitled "The End of the
Modern
Era."
Havel equated the end of modernism with the fall of
Communism in eastern Europe. Havel said the now-discredited mod
ern era "gave rise to the proud belief that man, as the pinnacle of
everything that exists, was capable of objectively describing, explain
ing and controlling everything that exists, and of possessing the one
and only truth about the world. It was an era in which there was a
cult of depersonalized objectivity, an era in which objective knowledge
was amassed and technologically exploited, an era of belief in auto
matic progress brokered by the scientific
method."31
What disturbs me about the current trends is the loss of individuality.
The country is losing its individual identity. Cities across the country
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have become predictable. When I get off the interstate, I know I will
find a shopping center with the same stores as my home a Perkins,
an Olive Garden, and of course, McDonald's. I know what I will find
even before I get there. For people who harp so much on adventure,
why do we want so much predictability? The Disney company has
bought a Caribbean Island to create a Caribbean getaway. It is based
on the concept of what one would conceive a Caribbean Island to be,
minus the unpredictability of 'real
natives.'
We can have our adven
ture without the inconveniences of reality. But what is an adventure?
To me it has always been the unknown. My travels have been adven
turous because of what I didn't expect the people I meet and interact
with, the ones that really know a place and what that place is about
not someone being paid to provide the illusion of adventure.
Doomsday theorists generally predict the destruction of the earth as
the end ofmankind. I believe we will destroy ourselves first, which
will allow the earth to slowly heal itself from the virus of human
beings. Just as the dinosaurs disappeared from existence and the earth
went on, so will we disappear and the earth will still go on revolving
around the sun.
One day I was explaining the pretense ofmy thesis to someone. I was
talking about the Native American concept of the seventh generation
and he interrupted me saying that, if given the technology and indus
try that we have today, Native Americans would have done the same
things to the environment that we have, that they had a tendency to
dump things and move on. Although I cannot argue the point, I do
believe thatwhat they left behind has not had the detrimental impact
on the land that current technical-industrial societies have had. When
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he questioned me on this, it started me thinking about what it is that
our current culture is looking forwhen we glorify the past. What are
we looking for in Native American cultures thatwe lack in our own?
The same can be asked of our infatuation and curiosity with the Amish.
"MoreAmericans than ever,
well over 70 percent, now live
in urban areas and tend to see
Plains land as empty. What
they really mean is devoid of
human presence. Most visitors
to Dakota travel on interstate
highways that will take them
as quickly as possible through
the region, past our larger
cities to such attractions as
theBadlands and the Black
Hills. Looking at the expanse
ofland in between, they may
wonder why a person would
choose to live in such a barren
place, let alone love it. But
mostly they are bored: they
turn up the car stereo, count






With all this discussion aboutwhat photography is and isn't, I feel for
me that it is an observation. My images are not meant to be judge
ments, just observations. Make of them what you like, let them be a
reflection of the world that man has created.
NOTHINGNESS
When I attended the National Graduate Symposium in Photography in
June, 1998, the artist Mike Mandel referred to Pullman, Washington,
as 'nothing being
there.'33 1 found myself questioning what he values.
What gives a location value to us? The idea of
'nothing'
is what the
original settlers used as justification for taking land from the original
inhabitants. We would cultivate and develop the land, thus giving it
value. How can
'nothing'
be there? We do not live in a vacuum. Today
we like to hold up the Native Americans as somewhat superior to us
(possibly reflecting on a guilty conscience). Yet they lived in the same





we want? Culture? What is culture but a reflection
ofwho we are. What makes us who we are? Opera? Theater? The ulti
mate punishment (aside from death) in our society is solitary confine
ment, having to be alone with oneself. A landscape such as thatwhich
surrounds Pullman can put one alone with oneself. In the 19th centu
ry many wives in homesteader families went insane because of the
emptiness and constantwind of the Dakota's landscape.
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"The land and sky ofthe West
often fillwhat Thoreau termed






What made me react to Mike Mandel's reference to Pullman was that I
have very strong memories of that landscape. Something in me
awakened when I began exploring it in my late teen's and early twen
ties. Partly it was awakening childhood memories of driving between
Montana and westernWashington, but more itwas the barrenness of
it. The sensuous curvature of the wheatfields that went on forever.
The unexpected riverbed thatwould suddenly appear around a bend in
the road, almost like a scar on the landscape. For me it was a land
scape that inspired a creativity in me that I had never explored before.
Yes, I had been photographing other environments, but this landscape
opened up something in me. We often hear ofwriters and artists
escaping to a particular landscape to
'create,'
such as Georgia O'Keeffe
to New Mexico.
Why is it thatwe respond to particular landscapes? I have often felt
that the masses need the most spectacular landscape to respond the
Grand Canyon, Yellowstone, etc. In the late 1700's and earlier 1800's,
there was what was referred to as the 'Grand Tour of
Europe.'
Tourists
could go to predetermined vistas and view from a precise spot, this
vista. It was also determined that viewing through a mirror was the
most appropriate method of viewing. Just as with artwork which a
critic has deemed a
'masterpiece,'
a place can be designated
'pristine.'




while others can define their own idea of beauty in the
landscape? Does it come down to what speaks to us? The reflection the
landscape gives us? For me, the barrenness of Eastern Washington
was almost a spiritual awakening. I say
'almost'
because I don'twant
to put it in the realm of religious, but something in that landscape
reflected back an innerworld that spoke very deeply to my young self
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and I continue to find inspiration in the landscape between the majes
tic mountains and the vastness of the Great Plains.
What is it that some find boring or uninspiring in the landscapes like
the Great Plains? Why did the Dakotas drive some people mad? What is
it in us that fears emptiness? We fear death because we fear that there




Kathleen Norris states "Dakota is a painful reminder of human limits,
just as cities and shopping malls are attempts to deny them."35
INFLUENCES
"When Iphotograph in a landscape I don't have the history and
stance ofAdams andWeston andPorter, because I think they
have a more majestic view, a more idealized view. They went
out into nature in theRomantic tradition, which was to go into
nature to make your work, to use what's there. But they also
felt they wanted to control this and to poeticize this. They had a
reason to make photographs. They were intellectual about it.
I'm visceral. Ijust go, and ifI see something I don 't askwhat it
means. They came at a time when the printedwordwas the
strongest communicator of thought.
"
Joel Meyerowitz 36
My own influences in landscape have been the works ofMichael Kenna
and Richard Misrach. Michael Kenna's work provokes a dreamlike qual
ity his images are surreal in there reality. Richard Misarach's strik
ingly beautiful images of the destruction and waste in the American
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southwest engages one first in the beauty and then in the shock of the
reality they are depicting. The most beautiful sunsets come through
pollution the haze in Gary, Indiana produces spectacular sunsets,
suddenly quiet in their beauty, luringlike those in Richard Misrach's
work.
I began by photographing traditional landscapes. My passion remains
black and white landscapes. I love the work ofMichael Kenna and
John Sexton. I spoke earlier of a poster to which I am really drawn
an image of Lake McDonald near Glacier National Park, near where I
was born. Ansel Adams also did an image of Lake McDonald which
doesn't do much for me. His photograph portrays the landscape in all
its splendor and magnitude, but it doesn't draw me in. It is a pictorial
representation of the site. The poster I have also portrays the magni
tude of this site, but it is quieter. Taken in the early morning hours,
the layering ofmountains seem like paper through the aerial perspec
tive of the distances. The composition leads me into the image and, in
doing so, leads me into myself. I look at this poster, not for nostalgic
remembrance, but for self-reflection, for inward solace. Yes, you could
say it is like a meditation. For me, that is what the spectacular land
scapes of the west are about. They make me conscious ofmy place in
this creation, they humble me, they draw me inward. The sublime in
the surreal (or the surreal in the sublime). Some landscapes just
record, they describe literally exactly what is there. They do not draw
one in, they just state the obvious.
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THESIS SHOW
The main focus ofmy thesis work was juxtaposing the environments
we inhabitwith the environments our lifestyle is creating. I began my
thesis working around a concept of 'where to go on
vacation.'
I was
interested in juxtaposing images ofwaste and pollution with recre
ation. A number ofmy images would fall into this construct
Figure 5
Between Dreams &Reality
The image I began with was
Between Dreams &Reality
(figure 5, slide 1). It was motivated
first by the two main visual ele
ments the window and the
gravel pits then by a childhood
dream ofmine it stimulated.
When I was a child I suffered
from fevers, andwhen I would
have fevers, I would also have
dreams that dealtwith overcom
ing something. One dream was
overcoming a room full of pencil
lead. Of all the images in my
show, Between Dreams &
Reality is the most surreal. There is no believing it to be a real envi
ronment the strange perspective of the distant gravel and the fore
ground and the slight distortion of the windows tells the viewer that
this is not a real place, but possibly a dream one might have.
I followed this image with Soiled Slopes (Figure 6, slide 2), an image that




of the color and black and white




landfill. This image was also
based off of a childhood experi
ence: one time a friend and I got
off a trail and discovered the
'dump'
behind the picturesque
mountain lodge, once described
as the 'dirty little
secret'
of the
ski industry. But this image also
talks about a future and a possi
ble use for landfills. Between
Madison and Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, there is a city on
Interstate 94, Oconomowoc, that is in a very flat area. Surrounding
the city are fields that have absolutely no rises in them. In the middle
of all this is a hill that looks like a pimple rising up out of the earth. I
have been told that it had been a landfill; now it is a ski resort.
The image Bathers (figure 7, slide 3) is one that could be mistaken for
real. It falls into the 'where to go on
vacation'
theme, but presents
itself as a real place. It is an image that I have seen in reality. A photo
in the New York Times this summer of swimmers in Iceland presented
itself this way. The image was of swimmers swimming in a steamy
lake that was a runoff from a nuclear power plant. Also this summer, a
television network reported on how people in Moscow were swimming
in the highly polluted Moscow River to avoid the high temperatures




bly the inspiration behind the
image Bathers. In the image, I
wanted to play off of a sense of
human drama between the
swimmers, while behind them is
another drama being played out:
pollution. I placed the swimmers
in a triangle, one woman looking
towards a man who is glancing
towards anotherwoman (in real
life, it is the same woman). This
image creates a sense of the
drama of our everyday lives and
the stage on which we act out
our existence.
In Prairie Landscape (figure 8,
slide 4) I once again played off of
the real. It is a view that could
exist in reality, but in this case I
created it. I wanted to create a
sense of a blocked view, a view
obstructed by our waste a scar
on the sublime. But I also used a
foggy, dreary winter day, the sort







Emerald City (figure 9, slide 5) also
plays off of reality and the view,
but in this image I wanted to
juxtapose the rich soil that is so
important to our survival and
the pollution that is always close
to the soil. This refinery not only
puts the toxins into the ground
and water around it, but also
into the air that then settles on
top of the soil. We take our soil
so much for granted and we con
stantly complain about elements
of nature that we might find in
our food. A friend ofmine would not shop at a natural food coop
because she thought the produce was
'dirty.'
I overheard awoman at
the
farmers'
market explaining how disgusting it was to find worms in
the apples.
We are so far removed from the source of our needs, and so disgusted
by nature and dirt, yet the pollution our new lifestyles create doesn't
seem to affect us as much. I think of Chief Luther Standing Bear of
the Oglala band of Sioux talking about the love his people had for the
land: "The Lakotawas a true Naturist a lover of nature. He loved the
earth and all things of the earth, the attachment growing with age.
The old people came literally to love the soil and they sat or reclined
on the ground with a feeling of being close to a mothering
power."37
Contrast that image to the one of the suburban housewife buying all
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Figure 10
Room with a View
her disinfectant cleaners and
produce free from any reference
to the earth from which it came.
That is the picture that was in
my mind when I put together
Emerald City. I think it is also
intesting that we have attached
so many negative connotations
to dirt; dirty, soiled, filthiness,
smut, to name a few. What does
that say about us as a people and
our relationship to the land?
Room with a View (figure 10,
slide 6) and Jaded (figure 11, slide 7)
play off of the concept of going
inside as we pollute the planet.
When I think of the biosphere
experiment several years back, I
did not picture it as an experi
ment for space travel as much as
an experiment for future earth
inhabitants. The hole in our
ozone is getting larger inspite of
the reduction of chlorfluorocar-
bons. Skin cancer is on the rise.
In the future we may well have




Anticipation (figure 12, slide 8) and
Waiting (figure 13, slide 9) play off
of the same concept of being
inside, but add the human ele
ment. I used the images of the
people (actually taken in a bus
depot) because of the sense of
waiting and anticipation that
they project. Are they waiting
until it is once again safe to go
outside? These images were
inspired by the warnings of high
ozone levels on the east coast
this summer which warned peo
ple with asthma (ofwhich I am






Sunflowers (figure 14, slide 10)
plays off of the idea of returning
landfills to some sort of practical
usage. What might that be? I
have seen landfills turned into
parks, but they are always empty.
I have seen subdivisions built on
former landfills where methane
gas continues to be a problem.
Your yard can have vents instead
of trees. A one-half block area of
homes built on a former landfill
exploded back in the 1980's in
the city where I was living.
Maybe we can grow dead flowers. One can also see this image as
beauty juxtaposed to the bland. While this image was on exhibition at
another gallery, I was continually being told how beautiful it was,
and it was the sunflowers they were seeing, the background was not





Encroachment (figure 15, slide 11)
is simply that, encroachment of
our development on all other
species and their habitats. But
this image has a twist the
beavers are stuffed, part of a
display in a lodge at a state park
in New York state. Blessed are
the taxidermists for they will
preserve the wildlife that once
inhabited the earth.
The computer enables me to
rearrange parts to illustrate my
ideas, much the way a painter or
illustratorworks. These are my ideas that do not exist in reality as I
present them, but are representative of a reality that does exist and
will conceivably be a reality in the future. I arrange my landscapes and
environments the way my imagination perceives the future. My work
involves that landscape, but it is not really about the land per se. It is
about our place within the land and our interaction with it. The
metaphors created around landscapes reflect back to our need to
understand ourselves.
CONCLUSION
A photograph expresses a perception which itself is not taken as fixed
or stable. Many stories can be told and none are complete or conclu
sive. A photograph in and of itself is only a part of a whole. Many parts
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strung together can tell a truth, but a part alone is not enough infor
mation from which to conclude anything. There is much discussion
today on the truthfulness of a photograph. With computer manipula
tion people no longer trust the photograph as true. I feel that a photo
graph was never meant to be truth because it is a representation of
reality, it is a part of a whole, but we continue to look for some funda
mental truth, something that we can forever trust. Photography pro
vides some sense of truth. We coined an expression 'the picture does
n't
lie'
to reaffirm our trust in it. But then some began to question the
photograph, they asked aboutwhat the photograph excluded, what
was left out was as important as what was included.
"(Photographs) are popularly supposed to be
'true,'
and, atworst, they are so, in the sense in which an
echo is true to a conversation of which it omits the
most important syllables and reduplicates the
rest."
There are many things that we take for granted, that we consider
necessities that began as a convenience the automobile, packaged
goods, disposable diapers. These are also the things that have helped
contribute to our changing landscape. They are what help build the
landfills.
All throughout my life, I have always focused on the landscape. The
books that I have been drawn to, the memories I have, all revolve
around place. As a child, when I saw the movie Fahrenheit 45, 1
thought ofwhat book I would become, and it was Richard Llewellyn's
How Green wasMy Valley. I read this book several times, and as an
adult, I often find myself thinking of it. The book is a metaphor of the
changing landscape of a valley in Wales during the last century and
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"As I look back on the part of
themystery which is my own
life, my own fable, what I am
most aware ofis that we
receive more than we can ever
give; we receive it from the
past, on which we draw with
every
breath..."
Edwin Muir, An Autobiography
40
the change in the people of the valley "as the slag heaps from the
coal mines creep over the valley, so too do they creep into the minds
of the men How green was my Valley, then, and the Valley of them
that have gone."39
Upon viewing my thesis show images, a friend asked me why not jux
tapose landscapes that depict a positive future. I see a rationale for
that perhaps that can be a second chapter to this thesis. But for now
it's "pave paradise and put up a parking
lot."
I hate to think that my
images, or those of any other landscape photographer, will serve as
the "tree
museum"
referred to in Joni Mitchell's songBig Yellow
Thai*1
"But the Earth bore down in mightiness, and above the Earth,
I thought ofhouses sitting in quiet under the sun, andmen
roaming the streets to lose voice, breath and blood, and
children dancing in play, and women cleaning house, andgood
smells in our kitchen, all of them addingmore to my father's
counter-pane. There is patience in the Earth to allow us to go
into her, and dig, andhurt with tunnels and shafts, and ifwe
put back the flesh we have torn from her and so make good
what we have weakened, she is content to let us bleed her. But
when we take, and leave her weakwhere we have taken, she has
a soreness, and an anger that we should be so cruel to her and
so thoughtless ofher comfort. So she waits for us, and finding
us, bears down, and bearing down, makes us a part ofher, flesh
ofher flesh, with our clay in place ofthe clay we thoughtlessly
have shovelled away.
"
How Green WasMy Valley
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